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Masthead

SJDM Newsletter Editor

Dan Goldstein

Microsoft Research

dan@dangoldstein.com

Secretary/Treasurer SJDM c/o Bud Fennema

College of Business, P.O. Box 3061110

Florida State University

Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110

Voice: (850)644-8231

fennema@fsu.edu

The SJDM Newsletter, published electronically four times a year, welcomes short submissions

and book reviews from individuals and groups. Essays should: have fewer than 400 words,

use inline citations and no reference list, not include a bio (a URL or email is acceptable).

Advertising Rates: Advertising can be submitted to the editor. Inclusion of the ad and the

space given to the ad is at the editor’s discretion. The current charge is $250 per page.

Contact the editor for details.

Address Corrections: Please keep your mailing and/or email address current. Address changes

or corrections should be sent to the Secretary/Treasurer.

Society membership: Requests for information concerning membership in the Society for

Judgment and Decision Making should be sent to the Secretary/Treasurer.
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Announcements

Jon Baron (baron at upenn.edu) writes:

The latest issue of the Society’s journal, Judgment and Decision Making, is available at

http://journal.sjdm.org

Jon Baron (baron at sjdm.org) writes:

On behalf of the editors of Judgment and Decision Making (JDM), and the journal super-

visory committee, I am writing to give you advance notification of the journal’s move to

Cambridge University Press (CUP) starting January 2023.

Some details are provided below, and others will be available as the transition moves forward.

To summarize, JDM’s key features will remain unchanged. Our scholarly societies will retain

control of editorial appointments and ownership of the journal. The journal will remain open

access. With a few exceptions, authors will not need to pay article processing charges. Past

articles and data will be preserved. The editors and board will not change as a result of the

move.

Background and additional details:

The first issue of JDM was published in July 2006. The journal has done well. Articles are

widely cited. The impact factor of 2.543 (as of 2020) rivals that of related journals in the

field and relevant disciplines. Since 2006, I have produced (and maintained in various ways)

the journal. Production involves putting all articles into a standard format and doing some

copy editing.
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I have decided to retire from doing the production, which requires my continued availability.

We have carefully considered several alternatives, including the possibility of keeping the

journal ‘in house’ with volunteer efforts to take over production. In the end, in order to

ensure the continued success of the journal, while also retaining its major (often unique)

features, we have selected CUP. I will stay on as co-editor.

JDM is the official journal of both the (primarily North American) Society for Judgment and

Decision Making (SJDM) as well as the European Association of Decision Making (EADM).

CUP will continue to acknowledge these important connections. In addition, the journal will

remain open-access.

The journal will remain open-access and web only (no print). Almost all authors would not

have to pay any charges, but waivers of author charges may require some extra steps. CUP

will provide a platform similar to what other journals have, as well as publicity, and it will

list JDM along with its other well-known journals such as Behavioral and Brain Sciences.

For more information about the journals published by CUP see:

https://www.cambridge.org/core/what-we-publish/journals

Information about author charges is here:

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies/waivers-discounts

Much remains to be settled about the transition to CUP. Feel free to direct questions to me,

but sometimes I will not know the answer until details are settled.

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-May/009225.html

Marina Dubova (marina.dubova.97 at gmail.com) writes:

We invite you to participate in the upcoming workshop on Augmenting Individual Intelli-

gence by Collaborating with People and Technologies, supported by the National Science

Foundation Program in the Science of Learning and Augmented Intelligence
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https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/science-learning-and-augmented-intelligence.

This workshop is distributed both geographically and temporally and meets weekly.

The premise for the workshop is to explore the confluence of theoretical, empirical, and

technological advances for developing a unified science of intelligent systems that extends

beyond the individual person. The workshop will coordinate the efforts of computer scientists,

psychologists, education researchers, neuroscientists, and biologists to lay the foundations for

a new science of augmented intelligence, premised on the observation that people very rarely

solve problems or develop understandings on their own. Instead, people recruit other people

and technologies to help them, and to such a large extent that the apt unit for understanding

cognition is typically not an individual person, but rather a larger system that incorporates

multiple people and the tools that they have created to help them coordinate. Through

interactive workshops, we will grapple with theoretical and applied questions involving the

nature of minds, how adaptive systems come into existence that can robustly solve a wide

range of problems, and how humans and machines can complement each other’s strengths

during learning and creation. We hope to see you at the workshop!

Registration: link

More information: link

Marina Dubova; Rob Goldstone; Mirta Galesic; Gautam Biswas

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009240.html

Dan Goldstein (dan at dangoldstein.com) writes:

I wrote up the opening example of my 2016 SJDM Presidential Address, which is about a

gotcha that can get you when designing experiments. It’s in the intro of the 2022 Behavioral

Economics Guide.

Direct link to the introduction, pages 7-22.
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Kai Ruggeri (dr2946 at cumc.columbia.edu) writes:

I wanted to bring this comprehensive policy report by the British government regarding

Online Choice Architecture to your attention. It may be of interest to a many of you,

particularly those working in sludge/dark nudges, consumer policy/protection, and generally

evidence assessment for behavioral policy. The full policy discussion paper PDF is here and

was produced by the UK Competition and Markets Authority.

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-April/009189.html
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Jobs

Tenure-Track Positions in Marketing, Concordia University

Application deadline: July 11, 2022

Position description: The Department of Marketing at Concordia University’s John Mol-

son School of Business invites applications for three tenure-track positions at the Assistant

Professor level with the starting date of August 2023. Exceptional candidates at the As-

sociate level may also be considered. Duties include research, teaching and service to the

institution. Qualifications and assets: Candidates must have completed their PhD or be

near completion at the start date of the appointment. The main criteria for selection are

scholarly and teaching excellence. The successful candidate will provide evidence of high-

quality scholarly output that demonstrates potential for independent research leading to peer

assessed publications and the securing of external research funding, as well as strong poten-

tial for outstanding teaching contributions at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The department values diversity among its faculty and strongly encourages applications from

women and members of underrepresented groups. The language of instruction at Concordia

is English, but a working knowledge of French is an asset.

For the first position (20_T_MARK_M), the department will be considering candidates

trained in quantitative research methods, such as empirical and/or analytical modeling tech-

niques. They must demonstrate their ability to contribute to the field of marketing and the

capacity to teach marketing courses. Candidates who wish to be considered for the posi-

tion based on these considerations must indicate that they are applying for position code

20_T_MARK_M in their cover letter.
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For the second and third positions (21_T_MARK_O), the department will be considering

candidates trained in experimental, qualitative, and/or survey research methods. They must

demonstrate their ability to contribute to the field of marketing and the capacity to teach

marketing courses. Candidates who wish to be considered for the position based on these

conditions must indicate that they are applying for position code 21_T_MARK_O in their

cover letter.

How to apply: Applications must be submitted electronically to Dr. Darlene Walsh, Chair,

Department of Marketing, John Molson School of Business, Concordia University, at TTHir-

ing.marketing at concordia.ca by July 11, 2022. Only short-listed candidates will be notified.

The appointment is expected to commence in August 2023. Applications should consist of:

• a cover letter that should include (but is not limited to):

– the position code that the candidate wants to be considered for (20_T_MARK_M

or/and 21_T_MARK_O); candidates who wish to be considered for both position

codes should indicate this clearly in their cover letter

– a summary of research accomplishments and interests, teaching experience and/or

interests, and service/volunteer experience

– a brief statement of inclusion (as requested in the paragraph below)

• a detailed curriculum vitae

• a research statement

• a teaching statement

• three letters of reference (or if unavailable, a list of three referees and their contact

information with the expectation that the letters of reference will be provided shortly)

• recent teaching evaluations or other evidence of teaching effectiveness

• sample(s) of research papers

Concordia University is strongly committed to building a diverse, equitable, and inclusive

community, and recognizes the importance of inclusion in achieving excellence in teaching

and research. As part of this commitment to providing our students with the dynamic,

innovative, and inclusive educational environment of a Next-Generation university, we require
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all applicants to articulate in their cover letter how their background, as well as lived and

professional experiences and expertise have prepared them to teach in ways that are relevant

for a diverse, multicultural contemporary Canadian society. These ongoing or anticipated

examples can include but are not limited to:

• teaching about underrepresented populations

• mentoring students from underrepresented backgrounds

• committee work

• offering or organizing educational programming

• participation in training and workshops

All applicants will receive an email invitation to complete a short equity survey. Participation

in the survey is voluntary and no identifying information about candidates will be shared with

hiring committees. Candidates who wish to self-identify as a member of an underrepresented

group to the hiring committee may do so in their cover letter or by writing directly to the

contact person indicated in this posting.

Adaptive measures: Applicants who anticipate requiring adaptive measures throughout any

stage of the recruitment process may contact, in confidence, Nadia Hardy, Interim Deputy

Provost and Vice-Provost, Faculty Development and Inclusion at vpfdi at concordia.ca or by

phone at 514-848-2424, extension 4323.

Online posting of position

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009252.html

Assistant Professorship at The University of Florida Department of Marketing

Application Deadline: July 15, 2022

Start Date: August 16, 2023

Contact: chris.janiszewski at warrington.ufl.edu
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Apply at: https://explore.jobs.ufl.edu/cw/en-us/job/521982/assistant-professor

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009259.html

The Australian National University is advertising for applications to 3 positions:

• Lecturer - 2 x full-time positions either as 5 year fixed term or Tenure Track appoint-

ments (min 7 years, options for renewal or conversion to permanent tenured continuing)

depending on seniority and academic potential/track record.

• Lecturer/Senior Lecturer - 1 x full-time position either as a 5 year fixed term or a

Tenure Track appointment (min 7 years, options for renewal or conversion to permanent

tenured continuing) depending on seniority and academic potential/track record.

Deadline for applications is 15th of July (in Australia, so mind the dateline!).

Those interested in applying can find out more here

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009260.html

Assistant Professor, The University of St. Gallen

The University of St. Gallen is seeking an Assistant Professor (tenure track) to conduct

research at the intersection of behavioral science and new technologies. The position is

associated with the Institute of Behavioral Science & Technology (https://www.ibt.unisg.

ch). We are an interdisciplinary research group and conduct research at the intersection of

psychology, consumer research, and human-computer interaction. Starting Date: Feb 2023

Contact: christian.hildebrand at unisg.ch

Apply at: https://bit.ly/3xOnyO8
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We offer a fun place to work, excellent research support, awesome cheese, and even better

chocolate. All at the foot of the alps and the lake of Constance. It would be great if you

could share this position with suitable candidates in your department or research group.

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009261.html

Postdoctoral Researcher, California State University Northridge

The Management Department at the Nazarian College of Business and Economics in Cali-

fornia State University Northridge (CSUN) is seeking a post-doctoral fellow for a two-year

commitment, with a start date of Fall 2022.

Job Description: The department is considering candidates trained in experimental, qualita-

tive, and/or survey research methods, to conduct research in psychology/behavioral science,

specifically in the area of culture and communication, intersecting with technology. This

position is funded as part of an interdisciplinary project that is in collaboration with engi-

neering teams from the Vision and Language Group in Monash University, Australia and the

Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience at King’s College London, England.

The post-doctoral fellow will work directly with Dr. Zhaleh Semnani-Azad at CSUN.

Qualifications: PhD in psychology/ organizational behavior/ management, with area of ex-

pertise in culture and communication. Candidates must have completed their PhD or be

near completion at the start date of the appointment.

Deadline: Screening begins July 12th, 2022, and will continue until the position is filled For

detailed job description and information on how to apply please visit the online posting

Start Date: Earliest start date on August 26, 2022. The anticipated hiring range: $62,400

per year. Contact: Dr. Zhaleh Semnani-Azad (z.azad at csun.edu)

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009263.html
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Conferences

Annual Meeting of the Society for Judgment and Decision Making

Save the date: November 10-13. 2022

Absence makes the heart grow fonder. We’ve missed it and now it’s back: an in-person

SJDM Conference! This year’s Annual Meeting of the Society for Judgment and Decision

Making will be generously hosted by the UCSD Rady School of Management on its campus

in the La Jolla neighborhood of San Diego from November 10-13, 2022 (Thursday-Sunday).

We are very excited to have the chance to be together in person again, to share research and

connect with each other. We currently anticipate that all presentations will be held on-site,

and all presenters should plan to be present in person.

Program Committee: Dan Feiler (chair), Stephen Spiller, and Jennifer Trueblood

Webmaster: Dave Hardisty

Notes: Decisions about a virtual complement are pending. Please note that due to logistical

complications we are separate from Psychonomics this year.

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-May/009214.html

The Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Economics (SABE) is hosting its 2022 con-

ference August 8-11 at the Bally’s Lake Tahoe, Stateline, NV, USA.
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Yan Chen (University of Michigan) will be delivering this year’s Herbert Simon Lecture, with

Cristina Bicchieri (University of Pennsylvania) and Gary Charness (University of California,

Santa Barbara) serving as our other plenary speakers.

Much more information can be found on the conference website https://www.sabe2022.com/.

As you may know, Lake Tahoe is the number one outdoor tourist destination in the world,

and we have negotiated hotel rates that are less than half the rate others will be paying to

come to this location at the time of the conference. So, come enjoy the beauty as you share

your research and meet interesting scholars.

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-April/009199.html

Third Workshop on Mental Effort

Theme: Mental Effort: One Construct, Many Faces?

Date: November 21-22, 2022

Location: Brown University, Providence, RI, USA

Website: https://sites.google.com/view/mental-effort

Twitter: https://twitter.com/EffortMental

Contact email: mental.effort.meeting at gmail.com

Organizers: Sebastian Musslick, Maria Wirzberger, Ivan Grahek, and Laura Bustamante

Important Dates

Registration & Submission of Poster Abstracts: August 26, 2022

Workshop Day 1 (Tutorials): November 21, 2022

Workshop Day 2 (Research Talks): November 22, 2022

Call for abstracts: Are you working on a project or thesis related to mental effort and want

to discuss your ideas? If so, we are inviting you to present a poster during our virtual poster

session. To apply, please submit an abstract (2000 characters) as a part of the registration

form
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Scope and Goal of the Workshop: We can all feel exhausted after a day of work, even if

we have spent it sitting at a desk. The intuitive concept of mental effort pervades virtually

all domains of human information processing and has become an indispensable ingredient

for general theories of cognition. However, inconsistent use of the term across cognitive

sciences, including cognitive psychology, education, human-factors engineering, and artificial

intelligence, makes it one of the least well-defined theoretical constructs across fields.

A number of recent approaches lay the foundation for a consensus by offering formal accounts

of mental effort. Yet, reaching a multifield-wide consensus on the operationalization of men-

tal effort will require crosstalk between different empirical and computational approaches,

including symbolic architectures, non-parametric Bayesian statistics, and neural networks.

The purpose of this two-day workshop is to review and integrate these emerging perspectives.

To achieve this goal, we invited experts in these fields to present an accessible summary of

their research and allocate ample time for dialogue and audience participation across a full

day of hands-on tutorials, a panel discussion, and a poster session.

Key questions of discussion will include (but are not limited to):

• What are the experimental phenomena that lay a foundation for theories of mental

effort?

• What is the common ground in operationalizing mental effort across different domains

of cognitive science?

• Which modeling approach(es) is (are) best suited to answer which questions regarding

mental effort? The workshop is specifically designed to attract scholars with expertise

in different modeling disciplines.

Keynote: Daniel Kahneman (Princeton University)

List of Speakers: Danielle Bassett (University of Pennsylvania); Michael Inzlicht (Univer-

sity of Toronto); Yuko Munakata (University of California, Davis); Amitai Shenhav (Brown

University)

List of Tutorial Instructors: Anastasia Bizyaeva (Princeton University); Hanneke den Ouden

(Radboud University); Michael J. Frank (Brown University); Andra Geana (Brown Univer-
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sity); Randall O’Reilly (University of California, Davis); Maria Wirzberger (University of

Stuttgart)

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-April/009207.html

The 16th Bayesian Modelling Applications Workshop

What: Bayesian Modelling Applications Workshop

Where: Eindhoven, The Netherlands

When: August 5, 2022 (@ UAI 2022)

Website: http://abnms.org/uai2022-apps-workshop

Continuing in a successful tradition, the 16th Bayesian Modeling Applications Workshop

provides a forum for exchange among researchers, applications practitioners and tool devel-

opers. Submissions (papers or extended abstracts) are solicited of real-world applications of

Bayesian models and computational methods. The aim of the workshop is to foster discussion

on the challenges of building applications, such as: integrating Bayesian models and tools

into larger hybrid applications; validating models; interacting with, and explaining outputs

and decisions to, users, decision makers and stakeholders; constructing and updating models

through combined knowledge elicitation and learning; and deploying and managing cloud

and app-based Bayesian applications. In particular, the workshop solicits abstracts/papers

describing Bayesian applications that involve topics such as (but not limited to):

Topics

• Learning and inference with graphical models;

• Causal discovery and causal reasoning;

• Geospatial and temporal reasoning;

• Risk analysis and decision making under uncertainty;

• Bayesian Deep Learning and Deep Bayesian Learning;
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• Tractable probabilistic models;

• Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI);

• Data processing, transformation, fusion, visualization, of many different types of data,

and of Big Data; and

• Combining machine learning and elicitation of expert knowledge.

The workshop is not restricted to a particular application area or discipline. Instead, the

workshop encourages interdisciplinary collaboration and cross fertilization. Final workshop

talks and lightning talks with accompanying posters/demos will be selected with the goal of

fostering discussion of critical issues within the community of practice.

Submissions: The workshop will have all papers peer reviewed by at least two independent

referees and will accept two types of submissions:

• Extended Abstracts: 1-2 pages (including reference list)

• Full papers: limited to 8 pages plus up to 2 additional pages for Author Contribu-

tions/Acknowledgements/References

Extended Abstracts and Full Papers must be submitted electronically in PDF format via

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=bmaw2022

We encourage submission of abstracts for applications papers that have been accepted at the

main UAI 2022 conference, if authors are interested in attending this workshop and having

additional conversations regarding their application.

Workshop Format: The format of the workshop will be a combination of full talks and

lightning talks, with poster/demo sessions to accompany lightning talks, grouped to facilitate

discussion. The workshop will be presented in hybrid format, allowing interaction between

in-person and online attendees.

As in past years, proceedings (full papers, and abstracts) will be published online (as a CEUR

Workshop Proceedings Volume).

Important Dates
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• Abstract submission deadline: 30 May 2022

• Submission deadline: 3 June 2022

• Camera ready copy due: 22 July 2022

• Workshop date: 5 August 2022

Chairs: V Anne Smith (University of St Andrews, UK); Arjen Hommersom (Open Univer-

siteit, The Netherlands); Charles Twardy (Jacobs, USA). The contact email address for the

chairs is: bmaw2022 at gmail.com

Program Committee: Russell Almond (Florida State University, USA); John Mark Agosta

(Microsoft, USA); Dennis Buede (ITA International, USA); María Julia Flores Gallego (Uni-

versity of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain); Kathryn B. Laskey (George Mason University, USA);

Ann Nicholson (Monash University, Australia); Thomas Dyhre Nielsen (Aalborg University,

Denmark); L. Enrique Sucar (INAOEP, Mexico); Thomas Walsh (Sony AI, USA)

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-May/009216.html

Society for Consumer Psychology 2023 Annual Conference

Where: San Juan, Puerto Rico

Online call for papers: https://www.myscp.org/2023-annual-conference

Conference Co-chairs: Silvia Bellezza - Columbia Business School; Lisa A. Cavanaugh -

University of British Columbia; Nailya Ordabayeva - Boston College

Conference email: SCP2023 at myscp.org. Conference Submission Website: https://scp2023.

exordo.com/

The Society for Consumer Psychology (SCP) will be holding its Annual Winter Conference

from March 2 - 4, 2023 at the Caribe Hilton resort located on the beautiful oceanfront of

San Juan, Puerto Rico. The SCP conference provides opportunities for interaction among
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individuals interested in consumer research and in advancing the discipline of consumer

psychology in a global society.

We welcome submissions that use diverse theoretical perspectives and methods to examine

theoretically, substantively, and managerially important questions in consumer psychology.

We are seeking proposals for competitive papers, special sessions, roundtables, and posters

for presentation at the conference. Submissions addressing the conference theme, described

below, are encouraged.

Conference theme: Celebrating people, places, and planet. Affectionately known as “la isla

del encanto” (the island of enchantment), Puerto Rico is the perfect place to celebrate peo-

ple, places, and planet through consumer research. The people of Puerto Rico represent a

multitude of ethnicities, diverse cultures, and distinct histories. With a majority multiracial

population, Puerto Rico is a vibrant place to welcome the international SCP community

and to enrich conversations about identity and inclusivity in consumer psychology and the

marketplace. The beautiful places of Puerto Rico, bridging centuries of history with influ-

ences from many continents, are bound to inspire new ideas and facilitate discussions across

distinct theoretical and methodological perspectives among consumer psychology scholars.

The planet’s biodiversity is embodied in this island paradise which, with its pristine beaches,

majestic mountains, and tropical forests, is also threatened by the significant impact of cli-

mate change. This makes Puerto Rico a fitting location to discuss the future of consumption

and sustainability. Thus, we encourage submissions that explore how consumer psychology

can celebrate and inspire harmony among people, places, and planet at this first in-person

SCP conference in three years.

General submission guidelines. There are four types of submissions:

1. Competitive Papers

2. Special Sessions

3. Roundtables

4. Posters

Each SCP participant may present in no more than two sessions. When submitting to this
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conference, you must agree to be available at any time on both days of the conference (i.e.,

Friday 3/3/23 and Saturday 3/4/23) to present your work. If you will not be available on one

of the days, please arrange for a co-author to present. We will not consider date/time change

requests for presentations unless a presenter has been inadvertently scheduled to deliver two

presentations during the same time slot.

We are planning for SCP to be an in-person conference. We are planning to make the

Presidential Address and the Plenary Session available via live-streaming. However, due to

technical constraints, other conference sessions will not be live-streamed. That is, we expect

the conference presentations to be delivered in person. Therefore, if you submit your work

to the conference, please plan that you or a co-author will attend the conference to present

it.

Submission Deadline: To allow participants to plan their travel to this in-person conference,

the conference submission deadline and notification of acceptances will take place earlier this

year than last year. All competitive paper, special session, roundtable, and poster submissions

are due by Friday, August 5, 2022. We will send a notification of acceptances in October

2022.

The conference website will be available for submissions on Monday, June 13, 2022, and

submissions will close on Friday, August 5, 2022 at 11:59 PST. Submission information and

login information will be available through the submission portal.

Conference Submission Website: https://scp2023.exordo.com/

Competitive papers: Competitive papers constitute advanced-stage work and address sub-

stantive, methodological, or theoretical topics in marketing and consumer psychology. We

will be grouping four individual papers into 75-minute sessions. Authors will have 15 minutes

to present their work, followed by a few minutes for questions and discussion. Competitive

paper submissions should include the following:

• The title of the paper.

• The name, contact information, and affiliation of the author(s). Please indicate the

author order and whether each author will serve as the corresponding author, presenter
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or both. At least one author of each paper must agree to present the paper if the paper

is accepted.

• A 75-100 word short abstract (for publication in the conference program).

• A 750-1,000 word extended abstract that summarizes the motivation, conceptualiza-

tion, methodology, and major findings (for evaluation by reviewers). Abstracts should

include the number of studies completed, study procedures, and summary statistics so

that reviewers can judge the completeness and quality of the research. Incomplete or

vague abstracts in which the completeness and quality cannot be ascertained will be

rejected.

• References (APA style: https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar- guidelines/references/examples).

References will not count against the word count of the extended abstract.

• Figures and Tables. Authors are welcome to use figures and tables in addition to the

extended abstract. Figures and tables will not count against the word count of the

extended abstract.

Special Sessions: Special sessions focus on a specific area of research. Submissions should

share similar theoretical or methodological bases, or they may approach the same research

question from different perspectives. Each session is 75 minutes and should include either

four papers without a discussant or three papers with an expert discussant. If a discussant is

present, they should be an expert in the topic area and not an author of any of the featured

papers. The special session chair is expected to lead the session. Special session chairs

are responsible for submitting all materials by the deadline and ensuring that all session

presenters commit to attending the conference if accepted and presenting during the session.

Preference will be accorded to paper fit, novelty, relevance, and completeness of the work.

Special session proposals should include the following:

• The title of the special session.

• The name, contact information, and affiliation of each author. Please indicate whether

each author will serve as the corresponding author, presenter or both. At least one

author of each paper must agree to present the paper if the proposal is accepted.
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• A session proposal. To enable a blind review process, the uploaded special session

proposal should not identify author names or affiliations. Initial proposal submissions

should be de- identified and uploaded in pdf format. Please check the document prop-

erties to make sure your file is de-identified (File Properties, and remove author infor-

mation in the “Description” tab). Proposals should include: o A 500 word overview

describing the session’s objective, topics to be covered, intended audience, stage of

completion of each paper, and how the session contributes to the field of marketing

and consumer psychology. o Title of each presentation (up to four presentations may

be included). o A 75-100 word short abstract of each presentation (for publication

in the conference program). o A 750-1,000 word extended abstract of each presen-

tation (for evaluation by reviewers). Abstracts should include the number of studies

completed, the study procedures, and summary statistics so that reviewers can judge

the completeness and quality of the research. Incomplete or vague abstracts in which

the completeness and quality cannot be ascertained will be rejected. o If the session

features a discussant, please provide a description of the goals and plan for the discus-

sion in the submission (fourth abstract box in the system). o References (APA style:

https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar- guidelines/references/examples). References

will not count against the word count of the extended abstract. o Figures and Tables.

Authors are welcome to use figures and tables in addition to the abstract. Figures and

tables will not count against the word count of the abstract.

Roundtables: Roundtables aim to bring together researchers interested in a specific topic

in marketing and consumer psychology. Roundtable discussions cover recent developments,

integrate ongoing conversations, and generate new ideas and avenues for future research on

a topic of interest. Roundtable proposals will be assessed on the richness and quality of

the proposed conversation, robust structure, readiness to foster stimulating discussions, and

ability to generate interest from a broad audience. Roundtable proposals should include the

following:

• Title of the roundtable.
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• A 75-100 word short abstract of the theoretical, substantive, or methodological topic

discussed in the roundtable (for publication in the conference program).

• The name, contact information, and affiliation of the roundtable organizer.

• The names and affiliations of all the panelists who have agreed to participate in the

roundtable if the proposal is accepted.

• A 750-1,000 word extended abstract describing: (1) the theoretical, substantive, or

methodological topic to be discussed during the session, (2) the goal of the session

(e.g., proposing future research avenues on a topic, debating a new data analysis or

data collection method, etc.), (3) a summary list of the questions to be discussed with

the panelists, and (4) the broader audience that the roundtable aims to attract and

how the audience will be engaged.

Posters: Posters report the results of a research project in its early stages. These projects

typically present preliminary results but detail ongoing research on substantive, theoretical,

or methodological aspects in marketing and consumer psychology. Though posters represent

work in the early stages, the quality of the research questions and the methodological rigor

should mirror those of individual papers. Authors of accepted posters will present their find-

ings in the form of a poster, with exact details provided at the time of acceptance decisions.

This year, the poster session co- chairs are Kirk Kristofferson (Ivey Business School, kkristof-

ferson at ivey.ca), Edith Shalev (Open University, ediths at openu.ac.il), and Caleb Warren

(University of Arizona, calebwarren at arizona.edu). Poster submissions should include the

following:

• The title of the poster.

• The name, contact information, and affiliation of each author. Please indicate the

author order and whether each author will serve as the corresponding author, presenter

or both. At least one author must agree to present the poster if the poster is accepted.

• A 75-100 word short abstract (for publication in the conference program).

• A 750-1,000 word extended abstract that summarizes the motivation, conceptualization,

methodology, and major findings (for evaluation by reviewers).
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• References (APA style: https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar- guidelines/references/examples).

References will not count against the word count of the extended abstract.

• Figures and Tables. Authors are encouraged to use figures/graphs and tables in addition

to the abstract. Figures and tables will not count against the word count.

Doctoral symposium: There will be a full-day doctoral symposium before the main

conference on Thursday, March 2, 2023. The event will be co-chaired by Kate Barasz

(ESADE, kate.barasz at esade.edu) and David Wooten (University of Michigan, dbwooten at

umich.edu), and it will be open to all doctoral students and postdoctoral fellows. Relevant

details will be announced separately.

Support for doctoral students: Thanks to the generous support of Columbia Business School,

this year we will be able to subsidize the SCP annual membership fee, conference fee, and

doctoral symposium fee (if the applicant is interested in attending) for approximately 40

doctoral students planning to present their work at SCP 2023. Support will be granted on

the basis of merit (i.e., whether or not the submission is accepted) and need (i.e., whether or

not the student is already receiving some financial support for the conference). Fill in this

survey if you wish to be considered. We will notify applicants of the decision in the Fall,

after the decisions for the main conference are out.

Hotel information: The conference hotel is Caribe Hilton, San Juan, Puerto Rico. SCP will

have a block of rooms reserved at special conference rates.

We hope to see you in Puerto Rico in 2023!

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009247.html

Norms and Behavioral Change) Conference

The NoBeC (Norms and Behavioral Change) Conference is back! The Center for Social

Norms and Behavioral Dynamics at the University of Pennsylvania is happy to announce the

2022 NoBeC Conference, which is taking place in person over the fall.
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Conference dates: October 13th and 14th, 2022 (with a pre-conference event on norms and

development on Oct. 12th)

Venue: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, US

Keynote speakers: Michele Gelfand (Stanford Graduate School of Business, Stanford Uni-

versity); Leonardo Bursztyn (Department of Economics, University of Chicago)

More information and abstract submissions: https://www.nobecconference.com

2022 NoBeC Conference Organizing Committee: Cristina Bicchieri, Enrique Fatas, Eugen

Dimant, Paulius Yamin, Anubha Tyagi and Julia Ford

For more infomation, see:

http://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2022-June/009248.html

First Meta-Reasoning Conference

We are excited to invite you to take part in our First Meta-Reasoning Conference in

Jerusalem, Dec. 4th-6th, 2022. See details in the open call in the conference website. The

call will be open till July 31st. The Meta-Reasoning website includes information about this

sub-domain of Metacognitive research.

This conference is part of our IIAS group activity in Jerusalem, that will take place from

Sep. 1st-Dec.31th, 2022. In a dedicated page in our website we will publish the schedule of

the activities that will be open via Zoom. As noted there, we will open Zoom only if at least

one person will ask for it. I will manage it. Thus, if you want to join any activity, please

write to me at least a day earlier. We will share recordings, where available.

In addition, there is a mailing list for our Meta-Reasoning community in which we send

updates and calls. Registration is done by writing to Rakefet Ackerman at ie.technion.ac.il
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Online Resources

Resource Link

SJDM Web site www.sjdm.org

Judgment and Decision Making – The SJDM

journal, entirely free and online

journal.sjdm.org

SJDM Newsletter – Current and archive

copies of this newsletter

SJDM newsletters

SJDM mailing list – List archives and

information on joining and leaving the email

list

SJDM mailing list

Decision Science News – Some of the content

of this newsletter is released early in blog

form here

www.decisionsciencenews.com
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